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Flow sensitivity and coherence in steady-state free spin precession
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Steady-state free precession~SSFP! of nuclear spins in the presence of a magnetic field gradient is known to
be very sensitive to flow. We present a theoretical and experimental study of flow sensitivity in a regime where
the spacing of the radio-frequency pulses is extremely short compared with the free induction decay time and
the relaxation times. Under these rather drastic conditions, a truly continuous wave free precession~CWFP!
regime is established, in which, unlike standard SSFP, a large degree of coherence is preserved. This leads to
a quite different flow sensitivity, which is significant even when very small magnetic field gradients are
present. The unspoiled coherence is predicted to cause different flow effects which we confirmed experimen-
tally. Tailored flow sensitivity can be achieved by adjusting the frequency offset from resonance, which plays
a dominant role in the CWFP regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! is a powerful tool for
studying bulk flow and diffusion@1,2#. One of its main goals
is to monitor fluid transport, either on a microscopic sc
@3–6# or macroscopically when external gradients of conc
tration or pressure are present@7–12#. In particular, steady-
state free precession~SSFP! @13–16# has been shown to b
very effective in the specific case of medical imaging@17–
20#. In its simplest version, a train of equally spaced rad
frequency~rf! pulses with periodTp is applied to a system o
spins in a liquid near the resonant frequencygB0/2p. Here
B0k denotes the external static magnetic field andg the mag-
netogyric ratio of the nuclei. IfTp is shorter than or at mos
of the same order as the transverse relaxation timeT2 , two
types of steady-state signal, generally of different am
tudes, can be observed before and after each rf pulse. In
absence of bulk flow and neglecting diffusion, the amp
tudes of these two signals can be predicted from Bloc
equations by considering the evolution of independent
chromats. Analytical expressions for the SSFP magnetiza
components have been obtained@15,16# and shown to de-
pend upon the transverse (T2) and longitudinal (T1) relax-
ation times, the tip anglea of the rf pulses, the frequenc
offset from resonance (Ã0), andTp .

One of the most striking characteristics of SSFP is
sensitivity to flow in the presence of an applied magne
field gradientG along the direction of motion. Unfortunately
the problem becomes difficult to treat analytically and h
been approached numerically using Monte Carlo~MC! and
other techniques@18,19#. For a given isochromat with veloc
ity v, the precession angle during the time intervalTp is no
longer constant but rather increases by the amounf
5gGvTp

2 in each new interval@18,19#. As a consequence
translational time invariance is lost and a steady state, of
simple type prevailing in the absence of flow, no longer e
ists. Numerical simulations of the time evolution of a lar
number of isochromats have shown, however, that for u
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formly distributed phases the ensemble average transv
magnetization does reach such a steady state, as obs
experimentally@19#.

An approximate partition analysis which treats the flo
and diffusion sensitivity of SSFP in a way that permits bet
insight into the problem than MC calculations has been p
posed by Gudbjartsson and Patz@18#. It has been shown to
yield excellent results for ratiosT2 /Tp as large as 2 bu
becomes less accurate for larger values of this ratio. In c
trast, the continuous wave free precession~CWFP! regime is
characterized by values ofT2 /Tp that can be as large as 104,
thus requiring a different approach.

We here treat the problem of flow sensitivity in the CWF
regime numerically, using a direct matrix iteration algorith
For realistic CWFP parameters, the effect of diffusion is e
pected to be negligible and it is not included in the algorith
in its present version. We show that, even though averag
over a uniform distribution of isochromat phases is by
means permissible in CWFP, a special steady state can
ertheless be established. The largely unspoiled coherenc
the CWFP regime leads to a flow sensitivity that exhib
peculiar interference effects governed by the frequency
set from resonance. Experimental data that confirm the
oretical predictions are presented.

II. FLOW SENSITIVITY IN CWFP

Consider a train of rf pulses of frequencyv/2p which can
be considered as pure rotations of anglea about thex axis of
a reference frame that rotates with angular frequencyv. Let
Ã0 be the average precession frequency of a group of
chromats in this rotating frame and denote the width of
distribution of precession frequencies by 1/T2* . For an iso-
chromat with frequencyÃ0 , the precession angle in eac
period, given byc5Ã0Tp , is constant in the absence o
flow. Moreover, the establishment of a CWFP regime
quires that the spread in precession anglesDc5DÃ0Tp

5Tp /T2* be very small. For our experiments, we choseTp
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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50.3 msec with a free induction decay time constantT2*
'20 msec, permitting us to satisfy this condition quite co
fortably. Magnetic field gradients must consequently also
kept quite small. For a cylindrical sample of leng
l 50.4 cm and radiusa50.4 cm, typical values of magneti
field gradient strengths along the cylindrical axis we
G'0.09 G/cm.

In the absence of flow, the steady-state component
magnetization in the rotating frame for an isochromat p
cessing with angular frequencyÃ0 and advancing a constan
anglec5Ã0Tp in each period are given by@15#

~Mx
2!s5~12E1!E2~sina!~sinc!

1

D~c!
, ~1!

~M y
2!s5~12E1!@E2~sina!~cosc!2E2

2~sina!#
1

D~c!
,

~2!

~Mz
2!s5~12E1!@12E2~cosc!2E2~cosa!

3~cosc2E2!#
1

D~c!
, ~3!

with

D~c!5@12E1~cosa!#@12E2~cosc!#

2@E22cosc#@E12cosa#E2 . ~4!

(Mm
2)s (m5x,y,z) in Eqs. ~1!–~3! refer to magnetization

components immediately preceding a rf pulse, which are
lated to an echo signal. Moreover, the magnetization com
nents (Mm

1)s immediately following a rf pulse, related to
free induction decay~FID!, can be obtained by a rotation o
anglea about thex axis. These components are normaliz
relative to the thermal equilibrium value and the relaxat
factors that appear in Eqs.~1!–~4! are defined asE1
5exp(2Tp /T1) andE25exp(2Tp /T2).

The amplitude of the transverse magnetizationuMxyu
5(Mx

21M y
2)1/2, as well as its phase, can be calculated fr

Eqs. ~1!–~4! and completely describe the observed signa
The conditions Tp!T2* <T2 and consequentlyTp!T1 ,
which prevail in the CWFP regime, can be seen by insp
tion of Eqs.~1!–~4! to yield FID and echo signals of equa
amplitudes. Furthermore, since the decay time of these
nals is much longer thanTp , a continuous wave signal o
amplitude uMxy

2 us5uMxy
1 us is obtained@21#. For the chosen

values ofTp andT2* , the dispersion of offset anglesDc was
sufficiently small to make unnecessary an integration o
the anglec. This was confirmed by the good agreement b
tween the predictions of Eqs.~1!–~4! and our measurement
of signal amplitude as a function ofc in the absence of flow

We next consider quantitatively the problem of flow se
sitivity. Since the precession angle in the rotating frame
longer remains constant but rather advances an additi
anglef5gGvTp

2 in each new cycle, the echo magnetizati
components (M2)n11 at interval n11 can be related to
those at intervaln by the matrix equation
01630
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~M2!n115R~n,f,c!~M2!n1~12E1!Meq, ~5!

whereR(n,f,c) includes rotation about thex axis by angle
a, transverse and longitudinal relaxation, and precess
about thez axis, and is given by the following product:

R~n,f,c!5F cos~c1nf! sin~c1nf! 0

2sin~c1nf! cos~c1nf! 0

0 0 1
G

3F E2 0 0

0 E2 0

0 0 E1

GF 1 0 0

0 cosa sina

0 2sina cosa
G . ~6!

Meq in Eq. ~5! denotes the thermal equilibrium magnetizati
represented by a unit vector along thez axis.

If an initial condition for n50 represented by a vecto
(M2)0 is specified, the three-dimensional nonautonomo
map represented by Eq.~5! can be iterated in order to exam
ine the onset of a steady state. It is convenient, but not
sential, to assume that the initial vector coincides with
vector (M2)05(M2)s whose components (Mm

2)s (m
5x,y,z) are the steady-state values corresponding tov50
@Eqs.~1!–~4!#. Self-consistency then requires that the con
tion f50 in R(n,0,c) of Eq. ~5! should yield an output
vector that is identical to this initial vector (M2)s .

The matrix iteration algorithm of Eq.~5! did not demand,
in general, excessively long computing time and the corre
ness of its results could be checked against the velocity
pendence of the echo amplitude in conventional SSFP
ported earlier@18#. Although some dynamical aspects of E
~5! in the parameter space spanned byf5gGvTp

2, T2 /Tp ,
andT1 /Tp are interesting from a more general point of vie
we here focus on a limited range of values relevant to
present application. Numerical computations show that, an
increases beyond 5T1 /Tp , the components (Mm

2)n (m
5x,y,z) reach an effective steady state for this limited r
gion of parameter space.

In this steady state, (Mm
2)n become periodic functions o

n oscillating with periodDn52p/f, with phase shift gov-
erned by the offset anglec and amplitude controlled byf.
Moreover, the role ofc in conventional applications o
SSFP, for example, magnetic resonance imaging in the p
ence of flow, is quite different from that in the CWFP r
gime. In the former case, a wide dispersionDc prevails;
consequently (Mx

2)n and (M y
2)n for n.5T1 /Tp must be

averaged over 0,c,2p with a uniform distribution@18#.
The resulting average values^Mm

2&c are found to be no
longer oscillating and therefore independent ofn as long as
n.5T1 /Tp . As a check, the average transverse magnet
tion, which determines the flow sensitivity in the SSFP
gime, was calculated and compared with earlier results@18#.
The agreement for various values of the parametersT1 /Tp ,
T2 /Tp , anda was found to be excellent.

We next focus on the flow sensitivity in the CWFP regim
and its peculiar features. One first notices that, since
magnetic field gradientG as well asTp are much smaller
9-2
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than in conventional SSFP, the wavelengthl52p/gGTp
@18,19# is large compared with the length of the coill and a
spatially uniform magnetization is expected. Consider n
an annular ring of fluid, moving with velocityv, just about
to enter the coil region where the gradient is applied. T
phase of this element of fluid must bec12pm wherem is
an integer. At the same time, a similar element is leaving
coil after experiencingl /vTp pulses and therefore with a
additional phase (l /vTp)f5 lgGTp5(2p l )/l. The steady-
state signal can be obtained by adding the contributions o
these fluid elements. This requires that for a given off
anglec and a given value off5gvGTp

2 we must add the
contributions of components (Mm

2)n of Eq. ~5! with valuesn
such that (2pm/f)1(2p l )/l.n.2pm/f. Moreover, for
l !l, the dominant contribution comes from the term
(Mm

2)n with n'2pm/f, where the integerm must be suffi-
ciently large to satisfy the condition 2pm/f.5T1 /Tp nec-
essary to achieve a steady state in Eq.~5!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments were performed in a home-built NMR app
ratus described earlier@21#. A 1770 G bench-type permanen
magnet was shimmed for maximum homogeneity in suc
way that the residual gradient was small. A flow of deioniz
water ~T152.85 sec,T252.76 sec! varying from zero to ap-

FIG. 1. Calculated CWFP normalized transverse magnetiza
for plug flow with l/ l'30, T1 /Tp59.53103, T2 /Tp59.23103,
flip anglea5p/2, and various offset angles.c5(s)(2n11)p,
(n)2np, and (,)(2n11/4)p for G•v.0 or (2n17/4)p for G
•v,0 (n50,1,2,3, . . . ). Theabscissa represents the fluid veloc
relative to the aliasing velocity.
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proximately 5 ml/sec was employed. The frequency off
from resonanceÃ0 was adjusted so that the phase anglec
5Ã0Tp could attain any value in the range 4p,c,6p.
Water solutions containing paramagnetic ions with vario
relaxation rates were also employed to corroborate the
dicted dependence upon the relaxation parameters. In o
to compare the results of Sec. II with our measurements
was first necessary to integrate the velocity dependenc
the magnetization components obtained from Eq.~5! over a
uniform velocity distribution in the range 0,v,vmax. The
maximum velocity at the center of the parabolic radial profi
of Poiseuille’s law is given byvmax52Q/pa2, whereQ de-
notes the measured volume flow~ml/sec! in a laminar regime
anda50.4 cm is the internal radius of the cylindrical pipe

Figure 1 illustrates the pronounced dependence of fl
sensitivity upon frequency offset from resonance for CW
conditions. The calculated normalized transverse magne
tion (Mxy

2 ) for three values of the offset anglec is shown as
a function ofv/va for plug flow. Hereva52p/gGTp

2 de-
notes the aliasing velocity@18,19# and the conditionl !l has
been assumed. A flip anglea5p/2 and ratiosT1 /Tp59.5
3103, T2 /Tp59.23103 appropriate for deionized wate
with Tp50.3 m sec have been used.

Figure 2 shows measured CWFP signals, also normal
with respect to the thermal equilibrium value, as a functi
of vmax, the maximum velocity of the parabolic profile. Als
shown are calculated values of (Mxy) int obtained by an inte-

n

FIG. 2. Measured and calculated phase detected CWFP sig
for a laminar flow of water in a pipe of radiusa50.4 cm. The
normalized signals are plotted as a function of the maximum ve
ity of the parabolic profile. The flip angle wasa5p/2 with T1

52.85 sec,T252.76 sec,T2* 520 msec, andTp50.3 msec. Two
offset angles were employed.c5(d)5p and (.)23p/4. Theo-
retical CWFP signals, shown as full lines, were calculated forc
55p and 23p/4 (G•v,0) assuming a valueG50.097 G/cm.
9-3
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gration of the magnetization components used in Fig. 1.
the special offset anglec523p/4(G•v,0), (Mxy

2 ) int exhib-
its a node forvmax51.1 cm/sec, corresponding to a flowQ0
50.27 ml/sec. For flow values larger thanQ0 , the phase
detected CWFP signal actually changes sign as predi
theoretically.

In striking contrast with conventional SSFP, the flow se
sitivity can be changed dramatically by slight changes in
frequency offset from resonance, as shown in Fig. 1. Eve
the conditionTp!T2* were only approximately satisfied an
a partial integration overc values were necessary, these
fects would not be completely masked. Furthermore, fl
sensitivity is also expected, in general, to be different
G•v.0, corresponding to a magnetic field that increa
along the direction of velocity, than forG•v,0. As can be
inferred from Eq.~6!, a change of sign inf leaves the trans
verse magnetization invariant only ifc, adjusted in practice
in the range 4p,c,6p, is changed to 10p2c. Thus, ex-
cept forc54p, 5p, and 6p, substantial changes may occ
when the direction of flow is inverted, as was observed
perimentally.

We conclude that in the CWFP regime unusual flow
o-
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J.

.
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fects are present. Even very small magnetic field gradie
may cause a pronounced and peculiar flow sensitivity.
addition to the parameters that prevail in standard SSFP
frequency offset from resonance and the direction of fl
relative to the gradient play a dominant role in CWFP. T
lored flow sensitivity can be achieved by appropriate tun
of the frequency offset and might find useful applications
fine flow monitoring and control. Unlike in standard SSF
the velocity dependence of the signal can be made to de
monotonically, to display a maximum for a certain velocit
or to have a null value. This signal null, which is followed b
a phase inversion of 180°, is a distinctive flow signature
the CWFP regime.
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